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PART _ A

short answer questions, answer all questions' each question carries 1 mark' (6x1=6)

1. State the principle of equivalence'

2. State law of equal areas'

3. write down the equation of a forced damped harmonic oscitator and describe

the terms involved'

4. write down generar expression for a plane progressive wave travering in positive

x direction ind negative x direction'

5. ExPlain length contraction'

6. Describe the relativistic Doppler Effect'

PART _ B

Shorl essay questions, answer any 6 questions, each question carries,'?iT.?=,,,

7'showthatanycoordinatesystemmovinguniformlywithrespecttoaninertia|
sYstem is also inertial'

B. what is a central force ? show that the motion of particle under central force

is always confined to a single plane'

g.Whatarestationarysate||ites?Ga|cu|atetheheightatwhichsuchasatel|ite
must revolve in its orbit around the earth' p.T.o.
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-10' shsw that Energy Dissipation in the Damped oscillator is exponentially in time.

11' state Fourier theorem. what are the conditions to appfy Fourier theorem ?

12' write down Lorentz coordinate transformation equation. show that Lorentzcoordinate transformation reduce to Galilean transformation when u << c.

13' show that two events that are simultaneous in one reference frame are notsimultaneous in another reference frame moving with first.

14" Explain the twin paradox.

PART _ C

Problems, answer any 4 questions, each question carries 3 marks. (4x3=12)
15' A small weight of mass m hangs from a string in a car which accelerates at arate A' what is the static angle of the string from the vertical and what is itstension ? Analyzethe problem both in an inertiattrame and in a frame acceleratingwith car.

16' A particle is in a circular orbit under the action of an attractive central forcegiven by f(r) - wr3, where k is constant. obtain an expression for the angularmomentum and show that it is constant.

17 ' lt the quality factor Q in a damped harmonic oscillator is defined as e = (2n xaverage energy stored per cycle)/ (Average energy dissipated per cycle). in.nshowthate =a/2b.

18' lf the velocity of sound in hydrogen at a certain temperature is 1300 m/s.calculate vblocity at the same temperature in a diatomic gas of molecular' weight 32.

19. In the laboratory one particle A moves with velocity v* = + Zx 10s m/sec and

:ilt?ilffi:T:"r: 
moves with verocitv v, = -2 x 108 m/slc. carcurate the verocity

,t 
:iiJTJ;1".',y 

and momentum of etectron (Eo = .s1 1 MeV) wjth kinetic enersy
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PART _ D
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Long essay questions, answ-lr any 2questions, each question carries 5 marks. (2x5=10)

21' State and explain Kepler's laws of planetary motion. Prove second and third law,

22. Establish differential equation of motion for a damped harmonic oscillator and
write down the general solution for displacement for oscillatory motion and' 
sketch it, show that Energy falls exponentially with time.

23. Describe the Michelson-Morley experiment. How does it invalidate the concept
of ether ?

24. Obtain the Lorentz transformation equations.


